INAUGURATION DAY.

ORDER OF SEATING—UNIVERSITY PROVOST.

Seats will be provided for all students, if the exercises occur on the campus. Should the weather be such that the Armoury is used, invited guests will be seated first, and afterwards unseated seats may be used by any fortunate enough to secure them. Each class and department will be seated together. To facilitate the work of ushering, students are requested to wear their department and class colors, so that they may be recognized. The are also requested to take their seats as early as a quarter past one, and, out of courtesy to invited guests, to use back rows.

Those of the city and the college are invited to take seats on the platform, where seats will be reserved for them, if they please to travel in the morning. A. R. Post have likewise been invited, and will be provided with seats. As the society activity University functions, only those connected therewith will appear in the procession.

Following are the colors:

President—Blue.

Color guard—Old Gold.

Department Colors:

Department Color—Old Gold.

Color guard—Old Gold.

Medicine—Red.

History—Royal Purple.

Dental—Pink.

Pharmacy—Lavender.

Geology—Green.

Business—Black.

Chemistry—White.

Engineering—Brown.

Class Colors:

Senior—Rose Blue.

Junior—Blue.

Sophomore—Light Blue.

Freshman—Light Blue.

From Other Institutions.

Harvard has at least 2 candidates for football honors. The first lineup took place Friday.

Barnard, head coach for Cornell, has given his varsity a victory in the intercollegiate field.

Oberlin has good prospects for a strong team this year. With week at both games, the fortunes previously held by the famous Beaver twins. Oberlin has games scheduled, with Pennset, Cornell, and Carnegie.

The University of California has eight men left for football practice. Princeton has decided to enter a full track team in the Olympic games at Paris.

A Graduate Athletic association has been organized at Harvard as an active and important part of the organization to the fullest strength of graduate experience and energy. The membership will be made as large as possible, so that the association will work closely through an executive committee, which will be an advisory body to the union with the athletic captains and coaches.

Amherst students have a new plan of discouraging football, baseball, and other athletic games and activities, the senior president and the officers of the Phi Beta Kappa society have notified a student executive committee and recommend that the school board be asked to ban the games.

Delegates who represent Harvard against Yale or Princeton will hereafter be awarded black hats with crimson borders and black caps with a red "H" over crossed gloves.

The Battalion.

The military department under the able leadership and control of Major F. S. Holstein is rapidly developing itself in its undeniable reputation to assume one of the finest military organizations in the West.

Princeton University received $9,000,000 in gifts during the last collegiate year, including $1,000,000 for a new dormitory, $150,000 for a new professorship in English, $50,000 for a chair in poliitics, and $150,000 towards a chair of history.

According to the Yale Alumni Weekly, Yale has 700 men in the army and navy in the Spanish war, 215 being graduated. Studey of the men were commissioned officers. Five of the Yale men lost their lives in service.

The University of Pennsylvania has five members in the Spanish war and will probably erect a memorial tower in their honor.

Cornell has recently received $300,000 in endowments.

Yale will erect a statue of Nathan Hale on the campus.

Cornell has over 200 students last term.

Michigan Agricultural College has a new student from Porto Rico.

After the first graduation will be admitted to the law school of Columbia University.

Northwestern University is said to be taking strong measures against cheating in examinations. Guilty students are to be expelled and their names sent to the faculty of other colleges through the medium of the college papers. The members of whose class colors, so that they may be recognized. The are also requested to take their seats as early as a quarter past one, and, out of courtesy to invited guests, to use back rows.

The Alumni Weekly reports that the Yale Alumni Weekly contains a very interesting account of the recent international athletic competition which Yale and Harvard were defeated by the English University, Oxford and Cambridge.

Penn's time for the 200 yards was 24.4 second the fastest than the best English performance, but does not stand as a record because the type of hurdles was used instead of the fixed obstacle presented in English rules.

In the quarter mile, which Harvard was expected to win, but the best was expected to win, but he won best his own best records previous several seconds and established a new English University record.

Burke of Harvard has been considered a sure winner in the half mile was never a factor in the race, on account of his weak stomach. He finished well in the race in a race several seconds slower than record.

The form of the American athletes, especially in the high jump and hammer throw, was much admired by the English spectators.

In speaking of the English distance runners for whom, we find in the Athletic Weekly: "Whether it be to endure or to the vigorous outdoor life during their early life, it is that these Englishmen are natural runners. In general the Americans run more a little faster, but the Oxford and Cambridge men prized about the track in a staid uncelerated way which gave evidence of the first strength which won their races for them.

Baseball Candidates.

Candidates for the base ball team will meet at Athletic Park for light practice, Saturday morning.
The Vidette-Telegraph.

The Forensic Society. The men's forensic societies of the University hold the first meeting this evening. These societies of which there are five brave three in the Collegiate department, and two in the Law department, have taken in the past the lead in the resolution debate and have handled one of the best topics in University life. Combined with the women's societies they have not only been one of the most powerful influences for improved forensic ability and general culture but they have centered in them themselves a considerable part of the social and political life of the student body.

The forensic societies have for many years conducted debates with sister Universities that have ever been a source of pride to the University of Iowa. A Chicago paper headlined after the last debate with the University of Chicago, "Chicago's Brains, but Iowa's Brains" contained a long-to-be-remembered tribute to Iowa's debating system. The two debates this year are with the Universities of Wisconsin and Minnesota. In these debates with these two institutions last year we won from one and lost from the other. Twelve preliminary debaters, representing the Irving and Zetgeberian societies are now hard at work upon the two debates which will be held this term, and upon the results of which the composition of the teams depends. Iowa expects to win both of these debates, the more so the Wisconsin debate which takes place in Iowa City this year.

The University now gives credit to the preliminary debaters for their appearances upon the debating stage. This encouragement is the more welcome as it has for some time been needed. Besides the debates, the forensic societies control a lecture bureau, and an ora-torial association, which sends each year an orator and two debaters to the meeting of the Northern Oratorical Association.

The literary societies have always occupied a prominent part in University activity and the new student is usually accounted wise, who decides to cast his fortunes with them.

Track Teams. The annual fall track meet will occur on Saturday, October 12th, at Athletic Park. The track will be closed and put in condition at once for the Future that will soon be clearing its length in training for the meet. The outlook for the track and field athletics is most encouraging this year. There is better material for the team in the University at the present time than there has ever been on any previous fall. The contest between classes this year will be livelier than ever before. The class of '09 which won every field meet since its entrance is now of alumni. It may be hoped that the class of '09 now entering can bring forward as good material as '09.

The University now gives credit to the preliminary debaters for their appearances upon the debating stage. This encouragement is the more welcome as it has for some time been needed. Besides the debates, the forensic societies control a lecture bureau, and an ora-torial association, which sends each year an orator and two debaters to the meeting of the Northern Oratorical Association.

The literary societies have always occupied a prominent part in University activity and the new student is usually accounted wise, who decides to cast his fortunes with them.
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Your Big Brother

Know where to get the best Laundry work done when you have a son, Or U. L. Boy. If he didn't tell you when you left for school, just write and ask him to take your word to him and send to the

Old Original C. O. D. Laundry,

Kenyon & Hamm, Props.

The White Wagon and the Big Collar.

---

The Citizens' Savings and Trust Co.,

OF IOWA CITY.

Capital Stock, $70,000.00.

In this neighborhood.

ATTENTION STUDENTS!

If you are seeking Pleasure and want a Real Good Time come up to the

P. J. REGAN, Proprietor.

(Class '97)

"Minniehaha"

Regan's Park, and You Will Have It.

Remember the "MINNEHAHA"

Take Your Meals at the

OPERA HOUSE RESTAURANT,

Board $2.50 Per Week.

J. A. LODGE, Proprietor.

105 COLLEGE STREET.

Neck & Emmons,

Staple and Fancy Groceries

Special Rates To Clubs,

Fruits & Specialty

Get Our Prices Before Buying.

Telephone 650.

12 S. Dubuque st

LOCALS.

The best way to wear clothing at Bloom & Mayer's.

Call and see our elegant line of fall uniforms, Stilva.

Bloom & Mayer carry the best stock of Merchant Tailoring Goods in Iowa.

All the latest novels in NecNew at Bloom & Mayer's.

Smoke Cuban Cigars, 5 cent a pack for sale at Wiesen's and Crescent Place.

Autumn styles in Hats, both soft and stiff, Coast & Son.

Smoke Cuban Cigars, 5 cent a pack for sale at Wiesen's and Crescent Place.

Iowa City Conservatory of Music, 215 Washinton Street.

Take your watch and jewelry to

Bloom & Mayer'.

Dental building.

We make Military Uniforms.

They are warranted never to fade, are perfect fit and cost no more than ordinary ready made Uniforms.

Smoke Cuban Cigars, 5 cent a pack for sale at Wiesen's and Crescent Place.

Then the quicker and better board.

Quicker and better board for students. Try the board for one week, 50 cents a week, nothing else.

Dr. H. W. WHITE, PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.

Diseases of the ear, nose, throat, and chest.

Office over Jos. Barbra's Jewelry store.

Hours 9:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.

Telephone—Office, 137 residence 137.

LIE. WALLACE DIAH, M. S. & M. D.

Practice Limited to the diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat.

Office Hours—Daily 10 a.m., 1:30 a.m., Tuesdays to 4:30 p.m., Saturdays 10 a.m. Office hours announced. Office on North Clinton St. Telephone 118.

---

Here is Your Chance

Waste Paper

Baskets,

For 10 Cents,

This Price is

Good for One

Week Only.

We save you 20 Per

Cent on all Purchases

HATCH'S

5 and 10 cent Store

118 WASHINGTON ST.

The Iowa City Vocal Institute,

THIRD FLOOR, CRESCENT BLOCK, IOWA CITY.

The director, C. J. Ay Smith of London, England, has a record of sixteen years experience in special teaching of singing (including six years in Chicago.) The aim of this school is to give the finest vocal lessons in the state and instrumental lessons equal to the best.
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Ivy Lane met last evening with Miss Esther Ashby. H. Hasick, ex-L. '93, has entered the law department.

Arthur R. Cooling, D. V. D. Z., is wearing a Beta pledge pin.

R. B. Crem, C. '96, is now principal of the Tipton schools.

Come to the Alumni game tomorrow at 10 a.m. Everyone will be there.

The Whitney Society held its first meeting Monday evening. Professor Van Steenkermend read the paper on "Prosper Marine." Mr. Eastman gave a volunteer report.

Dr. William P. Reaves, professor of English literature in the University, is one of the writers selected for Shakespearean topics in the Chicago Record's "The Greatest Author." 

At the meeting of the Contemporary Club in Davenport Tuesday night, President Maclean was elected an honorary member, with the request that he present a paper at a date selected by himself.

The Freshman Dents have elected the following officers: President, Violand; Vice-President, Halls; Secretary, Miss Moxon; Treasurer, Kerin; Athletic Manager, Thode; Sergeant-at-Arms, Hibbs; and Rorth.

The Sophomore and Senior classes have adopted a mode of war for which safety purposes even the long distance telephone. Not even the angry voices need be audible.

The 186th college graduate prior for the best short story offered by the Century Magazine has been awarded John M. Oskine of Vinita, Indiana Territory, a graduate of Leland University—and an Indian.

The Bible Study Classes of the Y. M. C. A. have been organized with an enrollment of more than fifty students. Three excellent courses are offered this year and newists can afford to miss opportunity for systematic Bible study while in the University. All are invited to visit the classes at Chase Hall at 6:30 Friday evening.

The Sophomore have through the aid of a descendant of Balmain's mount been able to make known their estimation of the Freshman and this symbol of their esteem was found securely chained to a telephone pole at central gate this morning while passing Freshmen were greener: Hibbs, Dick, donkey, do? Freshman, freshman, donkey, too?

Track Team Candidates.

All candidates for the track team should have their names to me at once, as the full field meet will take place on Saturday, October 15.

I. R. G. Phipps,

Manager.

Lecture Course at Michigan.

Michigan University has a lecture course made up of the following numbers.

The last two are still open:

1. Lyman J. Gage.
2. P. Hopkins Smith.
3. Max Sennet Company.
5. Dramatic Contest.
7. Will Carson.
8. Sonus and his band.
10. Art Center.

When in Need of a Hack, Call on

BEN HULL'S CITY HACK LINE!
THE BEST OF SERVICE.
Leave Orders at Whitehead & Fahy's Drug Store. Party and Dance Calls a Specialty.